
DAYTONA MILTON KEYNES 

INKART CHAMPIONSHIP 2013 – ROUND TEN 

 

CADET  

HEAT 1 

Oliver Simpkins headed up the first heat of the day, and got away well alongside Jay Hodson. On the opening 

lap, Archie Frober was able to secure third place with an excellent move up the inside at turn 10.  

Unfortunately, two black flags were then issued on the third lap for both Jack Deakin and Oliver Simpkins for 

advantage by contact. Benefitting from this was Bailey Bedborough, who was alone up at front, putting in 

some clean laps to extend his lead. A good battle was going on behind him for 2
nd

 place, with just 0.06s 

separating Archie Forber and Jay Hodson as they begun their last lap. Bailey took the win, but a thrilling do-or-

die move at turn 11 meant that Jay Hodson poached 2
nd

 place from Archie. 

HEAT 2 

Unfortunately, on the pace lap Luke Richardson spun and dropped to starting last. A jump-start for Toby 

Goodman meant that he received a black flag, as warned in the briefing! The opening lap was quite frantic, 

with Oliver Mooij spinning and dropping two places, followed by n advantage by contact being committed by 

Luke Richardson, resulting in the second black flag of the race. Race leader, Kai Mack then spun at turn one 

and dropped three places down to fourth place, giving Cameron Jewell the lead. Meanwhile, behind him there 

was a good battle for second, Oliver Mooij grabbed 2
nd

 place from Jake Rubio-Ruiz at turn four on lap 4. 

Cameron took the victory, Archie Forber was able to take 2
nd

 place on the final lap at turn 9 and 3
rd

 place was 

Oliver Mooij. 

HEAT 3 

It was a dramatic heat, beginning with a jump-start from Luke Richardson resulting in a black flag. Soon after, 

the yellow flags were deployed as a chain issue caused Jefferson Cardenas to need a new kart. Up at the front, 

Jack Deakin was dominating and extending his lead over 10s. Jack Deakin took the win, Charlie Toes was 2
nd

 

and Matthew Tubby secured 3
rd

.  

HEAT 4 

A nice orderly start, around the first few corners with some very clean racing from . Oliver Mooij attempted an 

ambitious move up the inside of turn 10 but ended up losing position. Charlie Toes took 5
th

 place up the inside 

of Helen Ballinger at turn 6. George Hucknall was leading from pole position with half a second lead in front of 

Alfie Watts. However, on the penultimate lap, a great battle erupted between Alfie and Lewis Appiagyei and 

they traded positions. George Hucknall took the win, Lewis was able to secure 2
nd

 on the final lap and Alfie was 

3
rd

.  

HEAT 5 

At the start, a couple of drivers got caught out by the tricky conditions at turn one and two, which caused 

InKart newcomer Brandon Miah to spin. Jay Hodson took the lead on the opening lap and began to pull out a 

gap over 2
nd

 placed Kai Mack. Toby Goodman was on a mission, up to 2
nd

 by the end of lap four despite 

starting last and catching at a rate of 2s per lap. A great move from Toby saw him secure first place at turn 5.  

Toby took the chequered flag, 8s ahead of Jay Hodson in 2
nd

 and Kai Mack was 3
rd

. 



HEAT 6 

The sixth heat of the day had a good clean start, with the drivers respecting each other around the first few 

bends. Matthew Tubby locked up and span out at turn 5, ending up losing position. Jake Rubio-Ruiz was having 

a good race, up to 3
rd

 place from 6
th

 by the end of lap 3. Toby Goodman committed an advantage by contact at 

turn ten, but avoided a black flag by giving back the position gained. Jake was under a lot of pressure from 

Kameron Mehrban, who took the position up the inside of turn 11. However, unfortunately, Kameron span at 

turn 2 and lost many positions. Ben took the win, Toby Goodman poached 2
nd

 place and 3
rd

 was George 

Hucknall. 

HEAT 7 

Starting like a rocket, was Kameron Mehrban, who took the lead around the outside of turn one quite 

spectacularly. Jay Hodson was also on the move, taking 7
th

 place up the inside of turn 5, he then continued his 

good run to secure 3
rd

 place by the end of the opening lap – despite starting last! Jay then had his sights on 

Lewis Appiagyei as they battled for 2
nd

. Kameron Mehrban was dominating at the front with extraordinarily 

quick laptimes. Meanwhile, Oliver Mooij took 4
th

 place on lap 5 up the inside of turn 10. Kameron took the 

chequered flag first, Jay Hodson took 2
nd

 place on the final lap and Lewis Appiagyei was 3
rd

. 

HEAT 8 

Despite a clean start, there was a spinner at turn one who caused some mayhem behind. Cameron Jewell was 

dominateing the race from the front and had a 9s lead by the end of the third lap. Matthew Tubby received a 

black flag for advantage by contact on Jake Rubio-Ruiz at turn 5. Cameron took a comfortable win, Oliver 

Simpkins 2
nd

 and Theo Angus 3
rd

. 

HEAT 9 

Getting away excellently, Lewis Appiagyei was able to keep hold of his pole position around the opening lap. 

Behind him, Bailey Bedborough span at turn 6, allowing George Hucknall the opportunity to move into 3
rd

. 

Despite chasing hard, Jack Deakin was unable to beat Lewis to the chequered flag and George Hucknall 

secured a well-deserved 3
rd

. 

C FINAL 

Despite some transponder issues just before the start of the race, it was a relatively clean start. Luke 

Richardson, determined to make up positions and get into the B Final was able to take the lead early on in the 

race. Behind him, there was a great battle going on for 2
nd

, with Alfie Watts taking the position from Matthew 

Tubby on lap 6. Luke took an impressive win by over 20s, Alfie Watts was 2
nd

 and Luke Cardenas was 3
rd

. 

B FINAL 

Very close racing from the green flag in the main pack. However, Kameron Mehrban and Archie Forber started 

pulling ahead from the rest in 1
st

 and 2
nd

.  A red flag was called for Kai Mack, who had an incident at turn 3. 

Whe  resu i g, there as t lo g left o  the lo k. Ho e er, Oli er Si pki s re ei ed a post ra e pe alty for 
overtaking under yellow flags on the restart. Kameron took the win, 2

nd
 place was Archie Forber and 3

rd
 was 

Bailey Bedborough. 

A FINAL 

It was a great start from all drivers, Lewis Appiagyei did well to take the lead on the opening lap. Meanwhile, in 

the midfield, Toby Goodman was able to take 4
th

 at turn five. Lewis began to build a lead at a pace that was 

difficult to keep up with. Jack Deakin and Toby Goodman were having a good battle for 3
rd

 place, with Jack 



having to defend heavily into the corners. Eventually, on the 7
th

 lap, Toby found a way past coming out of turn 

11. However, at the same place a lap later Kameron took 3
rd

 place from 5
th

. However, Toby regained the place 

on the last lap. Therefore the top three finished with Lewis Appiagyei 1
st

, George Hucknall 2
nd

 and Toby 

Goodman 3
rd

.  

 

Top Three: 1
st

 – Toby Goodman, 2
nd

 – Alexander Dorricott, 3
rd

 – Archie Forber 

JUNIOR 

HEAT 1 

It was a very crowded start, and through sheer volume of karts some drivers were pushed wide at the first 

corner. On the second lap, Pedro was able to take 2
nd

 place up the inside of turn 4 but unfortunately lost two 

places as he spun on his own accord at turn 10 later in the lap. At the front, there was a great battle going on 

with five drivers battling very hard for the lead. Outstandingly, Pedro was able to take the lead at turn 9 and 

Ellis followed him into 2
nd

 place. Pedro was able to take win, Ellis Haddow was 2
nd

, and an outstanding drive 

from Liam Coleman earned him 3
rd

 place despite starting last! 

HEAT 2 

Although the start was pretty clean, there was some side to side contact on the outside of turn one, followed 

by 2
nd

 placed Thomas Knapton spinning at turn 2. A black flag was given to Levi Anderson for an advantage by 

contact at turn 10, unfortunately causing Dean Thomas to drop right down the order. Liam Coleman took 2
nd

 

place on lap four, with some side-to-side contact. Up at the front, there was a great battle going on between 

the top five drivers once again. Liam Coleman had a great lead up front but the fierce battle behind was 

heati g up as all dri er re ei ed a o u pi g  oard. It as a great i  for Liam Coleman, Thomas Knapton 

was 2
nd

 and James Potter finished 3
rd

. 

HEAT 3 

A very professional start from this heat, saw some good racing around the first few corners. Taking a different 

line around turn 5, Dean Thomas was expertly able to take 2 places up the inside on the opening lap. With a 

Pedro Gomez took the lead up the inside at turn 11, but was forced to take immediately get on the defensive 

as the pack behind went  on the attack. Dean Thomas took the win on the last corner of the last lap, Pedro was 

2
nd

 and 3
rd

 was Ben Bointon. 

HEAT 4 

Once again, a very orderly start from the Juniors, as the fought for position. Whilst Matthew Diemer was 

comfortable at the front, the midfield were very close together with three abreast through turn 9. George 

Bridson took 3
rd

 place at turn six on the penultimate lap. Matthew Diemer took the victory, Ben Bointon was 

an impressive was 2
nd

 (after starting last!) and George came home 3
rd

. 

B FINAL 

At the start of this race, Levi Anderson was a man on the move eager to make up for earlier mistakes and by 

the end of lap 3 was in the lead. However, George Bridson was not going to give up easily and regained the 

lead on lap 4. Following this, George was able to set some brilliant laptimes to pull a lead from Levi in 2
nd

. On 

the final lap, Thomas Knapton was able to take 5
th

 place from Bailey at turn 5.  However, George Bridson took 

the win, earning promotion into the A Final. Levi was 2
nd

, 3.7s behind and Jack Wilson was 3
rd

. 



A FINAL 

It was a neat and tidy start once again. On lap 3, race leader Pedro Gomez went wide at turn two and dropped 

down into 3
rd

 place. Up at the front, Dean Thomas was steaming past the other drivers and into the lead. 

George Bridson, promoted from the B Final was able to make his way into 3
rd

 place by the end of 7. However, 

Matthew Diemer was right on his tail and both of them were fighting hard with Liam Coleman for 2
nd

 place. As 

the four of them crossed the start/finish line on the penultimate lap, just 0.03s separated the three of them. 

Dean Thomas took a well-deserved win, Liam Coleman was able to hold on to 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 place was Matthew 

Diemer after a tough battle.  

 

Top Three: 1
st

- Andrew Graham, 2
nd

 – George Bridson, 3
rd

 – Thomas Knapton 


